Stories of
FREDERICK
All towns and cities in our great state have stories to tell but
none more fascinating than Frederick.
Our 8:00am departure finds us in Frederick mid morning. On arrival enjoy a
lite snack before touring the Pioneer Heritage Townsite Museum and the
Abernathy Boys Exhibit. Stroll through the Pioneer Townsite, possibly
reminiscing of times when life was so much simpler and spend time at the
Abernathy Boys Exhibit. Two Frederick boys became national celebrities at age
6 and 10 when they rode alone by horseback from Frederick to Washington DC in
1910. The IMPRESSIVE exhibit honors the boys by telling their unbelievable
" story".

A part of the Frederick story is the wonderful home cooking we enjoy here.
Lunch is next on the agenda.
Afternoon - Crawford Collection- The Crawford Collection consists of
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amazing trophy mount animals that the Crawford family of Frederick has assembled
from their legal hunts throughout the world and beautifully displayed for everyone
to enjoy. Approximately 170 specimens including lions, bears, a bull elephant,
rhinoceros, python, giraffe, and more are displayed in a way in which visitors can
get up close and personal.
Free time to explore downtown Frederick for some fun and unique shopping
and we might happen on a "story" or two from shop owners and/or employees.
Last stop.. The World War II Airborne Demonstration Team Hangar...the site
of the Jump School and Jump demonstrations. Expect our guides to be in WWII
authentic dress as they tell us the "story" behind the hangar and its purpose.
Keeping fingers crossed that the weather cooperates and we can enjoy a
jumping demonstration.
Late afternoon - depart for home anxious to share the "Stories of Frederick" with our
friends and loved ones.

405-681-4080

Cancellation protection available
for an additional amount of
$5 .95pp.

